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How can our lessons…

 make connections with things that 

matter?

 ease the learning journey?

 motivate students to get involved?

 broaden our students’ horizons?



Motivating students to get involved



Who is he?



Who is he?

Which actor to play:

- your teacher?

- your classmate?

- your mum?



Talking about the cinema



You only lie once

How often do you go?

Who do you usually go with?

Where do you sit?

What do you buy to eat?

Do you watch the closing

credits?

Can anyone give

me an example of a 

habit?

Frodo.





What’s on?

 “My oversized family forgot all about me, and I had an 

awesome time at Christmas fighting bad-guy burglars.”

 “I was working as a cook on a US Navy Destroyer when 

bad guys tried to hijack the ship. I kicked everyone’s sorry 

butt with the help of a cute stripper.”

 “My cool boyfriend’s a lot older than he looks, but he 

could do with a tan.”



What’s on?



Making connections with things that matter



Get real? “This house believes that fake

Christmas trees are better than

real Christmas trees.”



Numbers and prices



Which is more expensive?

6 Mince

Pies
12 Christmas

Crackers

£2.50 £3.00 

Pedigree

Advent 

Calendar

£3.00 £1.00 

12” Pink 

Tinsel

Tree





The art of taking notes

“The euro was

introduced on the

first of January, 

1999.”

“Next year will be 

the two hundredth

anniversary of the

birth of the English 

novelist Charles 

Dickens.”



Taking Notes

Symbols

Abbreviations

Omissions



Abbreviating sentences

“The euro was

introduced on the

first of January, 

1999.”

“Next year will be 

the two hundredth

anniversary of the

birth of the English 

novelist Charles 

Dickens.”



Easing the learning journey







Guess who?



Who…

 was given the middle name Mungo? 

 got a dance scholarship to the University of Michigan?

 got a contract to sign written on a paper napkin?

 was given a second-hand engagement ring?

 gave a loved-one a Vietnamese pot-bellied pig?

For giving and for getting





Wordplay: Tom Swifties

A Tom Swifty is wordplay in which an adverb relates both 

properly and punningly to a speech act:

"I'll have a martini," said Tom, drily.

"Who discovered radium?" asked Marie curiously.

"That's the last time I'll stick my arm in a lion's mouth," the 

lion-tamer said off-handedly.

"Your Honour, you're crazy!" said Tom judgementally.

"The doctor had to remove my left ventricle," said Tom half-

heartedly.

"Don't let me drown in Egypt!" pleaded Tom, deep in denial.



Broadening our students’ horizons



10 items to memorise 

 broccoli

 toothpaste

 apples

 sponge

 nail clippers

 wine

 carrots

 tweezers

 comb

 strawberries



Remembering a sequence of words

Techniques and mnemonic devices:

 rooms in a house

 words and faces

 repetition

 creating a story

 no technique



I think you

liked…

I think you

didn’t like…

I think you

were/weren’t

a fussy eater



Start a fire!

Send a 

message!





Caption writing



Nice, but why don’t you ever

wear the brown suit I gave you?



“Stop avoiding me. I know when you are

sleeping. I know when you’re awake.”



“Some people talk while they sleep…

…teachers talk while other people sleep…”



Gates and Bridges?
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